
Major project – final presentation



An illustrated guide to 
exploring Stockholm through fika. 



v Provide a unique perspective on exploring 
Stockholm.

v Share a widely beloved part of my culture 
with other people.

v Improve illustration skills and learn a vector 
graphics editor. 

Motivations:



v No set gender
v 18 – 45
v Interested in travel, 

food, exploring new 
places

Intentionally broad at the 
commodity phase, and to cover 
those with the time and finances 
to travel.

Target audience:



I planned for three main 
topics of content which 
would help users get to 
the information they 
wanted, as quickly and 
easily as possible. 



v Encourage people to think of visiting 
Stockholm in a new way whilst taking part in 
a Swedish custom.

v Share what fika is, and why it’s so important 
to Swedish culture.

v Provide a visually engaging experience that 
differs from what is already on offer.

Site goals:





Ideas taking 
shape…
v iconic landmarks and 

buildings, not cafés.

vbasic shapes.

v limited colour
palette.







Trail page
The trails would be some of 
my most content-heavy 
pages in both text and 
imagery. 

Intro section, covering key points 
like start/finish points, distance

‘Place buttons’ – links to jump to 
that particular section

‘Directions panel’ – underneath 
each address







v Getting to know WordPress & theme 
development 

v The functions file

v Implementation of SVG files vs WordPress 
lazy-loading and Advanced Custom Fields

Challenges



v set aside initial goal of making a dual 
language site – but ended up concentrating 
on other aspects of development!

v originally, the illustrations were for the 
cafés themselves

v I’d wanted to have all my own photos L

Changes from initial plan



v delivered a product that met most of my 
initial goals and identified opportunities

v lesson: get feedback early and often, but be 
aware that some people may focus on the 
wrong thing when shown work-in-progress

v docs don’t have to be so scary J

Outcomes & reflections




